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The days of frustration and boredom continue and sadly there will be no official meetings of the area group 
for the next few months. Hopefully things will start again soon for the NWAG. 

 
John Hulse, NWAG group leader, has sent in the following: 
 
The earliest possible month our indoor meetings can commence is September but until we know exactly 
what restrictions will be in place by the Autumn, we cannot be sure we will be allowed to! Once things 
become clearer (?) and the Church knows what it can or cannot offer in terms of access, we will update 
group members.  During the summer months, it should be possible to hold some form of garden meets but 
again until we know exactly what we are allowed to do and when, it is difficult to make any plans. What 
should be possible by the summer is 'invitation only' gatherings as long as they conform to whatever 
Government restrictions/guidelines are in place at the time. 
 

What else? 
 
With lockdown in place little work has been possible on the NWAG exhibition layout, so there is nothing to 
report on that front. We keep hoping it will soon see the light of day! 
 
However, Lockdown has certainly seen the maintenance crews out on many layouts, refurbishing and 
improving, At the same time the workshops have been busy with kit builds and the like. Let us know at the 
Newsletter if you have completed improvements of your own. Perhaps, with that in mind, if you are 
embarking on a major project you might like to take photographs from the beginning? Always a secondary 
thought in the enthusiasm to get going! 
 

 
 
 
     

http://www.gscalenorthwestgroup.co.uk/


Then there was snow. 
 
Richard Waller sent in this photo of the morning light over the Hawk Valley Railway. 

 

                
 
That Bachmann Driver By Tony Waring 
 
Is it just me who thinks there is something not quite right about this version of the driver? That left arm looks 
far too big and is set at such an uncomfortable angle. Needing a driver for a kit built loco, I thought I’d try 
modifying one.  
 
Close examination shows that the arms are to the same length, it is the thickness of the left arm which is 
wrong. I carved away some of the arm, working from the outside, which reduced the oversize at the elbow. I 
also reduced the baseball glove. That didn’t fully sort it, so I cut the arm off and glued it back at a more 
civilised angle. This meant putting a certain amount of filler in the resulting gap at the shoulder. In this case I 
used a small amount of Oasis, which I find fills small gaps easily and well. A touch of fresh blue paint and a 
bit of black and I feel the fellow looks a bit less like an all in wrestler. 
 

 

                



More on Gordon Kay’s layout 
 
In the last Newsletter we were congratulating Gordon on winning the competition in the LGB Dépêche 
magazine. Here are some more photos of the winning layout:  
 
 

           
 
 

              



 

 

                      
 
MAGNIFICENT! 
 

 
A battery conversion by Phil Vose  
 
I have an old Bachman loco which was a non runner.  All the electrics were removed and a new cable fitted 
to the motor.  I dispensed with the smoke unit and fitted a new cable to the front light and fire box glow. 
In the tender I fitted a wiring loom from Fosworx. (£17-00) It has a speed controller, charging socket and 
forward/reverse switch. 
 
The battery box is from Amazon (£5) and the AA rechargeable batteries were £10 for 8. The speaker is a 
Modelsound item with a built in battery (rechargeable) £35.  The micro sd card with steam train sound is £9-
99. The speaker is interchangeable between locos. Around £80 plus wire, solder etc.  You will need a smart 
charger or charge the AA’s in a plug in wall charger. 
 
An inexpensive conversion to battery power. 
 

               
 



            
 
Also from Phil: News of the viaduct. 
 
8th Feb, he wrote: 
 
The metal work is done, just one section needs painting. The tops have all been cut and the next stage is 
painting them and wrapping them in roofing felt.  Hopefully all will be fitted during February. 
 

             
 

            
 
 
 



24th March, he wrote: 

 
It is made out of alloy box section and held together with nuts and bolts. Two coats of primer were used and 
two coats of brown satin. 
 
I am rebuilding the town next, then the timber yard and canal will be done. I will send photos as I make 
progress. 
 
Roll on the Broadheath meetings......tea and pasties! (I second that! (ed)) 
 

                     
 
 
 

          
 
 



Following the publication of his article in the Spring edition of the national G 
Scale Journal, Michael Morris has sent us an enlarged account. 
 
I am taking this opportunity to introduce myself as the latest member of the N.W. branch, since the time when 
we can meet face to face still seems some way off. I moved from rural West Wales to Liverpool, having lost 
my wife to cancer some 6 years ago, and subsequently met Sue, a widow who similarly had lost her 
husband of more than 30 years. As a result, I decided to retire early from my work with Anglican Church 
Schools, and after 2 years we decided to buy a property together in Liverpool. With the arrival of twin 
grandsons to her some 3 months ago -  joining a 3 year old already well versed in Thomas the Tank - and the 
expected arrival of a grandchild to me this June, I had the perfect excuse to suggest building a layout in our 
new garden. I hope sharing my experience will help to break the ice with people who, I am confident, will 
become good friends once vaccination allows us to meet (just had mine!). I also hope that my story will help 
other newcomers learn from the many mistakes I freely admit to be still making as my plans take shape! 
 
I have managed to purchase almost everything I need secondhand, with the help of NWAG officials, whose 
goodwill I continue to take advantage of in very large amounts! I financed all my initial purchases by parting 
with my 40+ year old Hornby 00/H0 kit via eBay as I cleared my house in West Wales ready for the move to 
Liverpool. 
 
As I said in the Journal article, I was delighted at Richard Waller’s positive, helpful response to my first 
tentative enquiries, and this was followed by offers of help from John Hulse and Phil Saint. Had I approached 
them before laying spare patio slabs on blocks, it would have saved me a lot of back-breaking work relaying 
them to fit R3 radius curves! 
 
The first photo shows my attempts to get to grips with constructing junctions to meet with the shelving in my 
shed. I’ve not been brave enough yet to cut a hole in the shed, and so eagerly await the end of lockdown so 
my son (and his toolkit!) can visit. What I have learnt is how much space the turnouts and diamond crossings 
need, and how impatient a 3 year old can be when he sees the layout taking shape! That is why I 
constructed a simple oval layout to amuse him while I continue with the ‘master plan’. He is fascinated by the 
sound of the Stainz loco, from the basic kit that got me started, and delighted to be driving his very own 
Thomas and Percy, as seen in the second photo. He’s quickly learnt to slow down for corners, especially of 
the R1 variety, and has learnt the trick John showed me of de-coupling using a credit card – or rather my 
expired railcard which has had precious little use the past year.  
 
I am delighted to have found a new hobby in retirement, and eagerly await the chance to meet you all and 
perhaps see some of your creations. I hope that by the end of the summer I will have made sufficient 
progress to invite you all to visit me, not far from Liverpool airport. 
 

           
 
    michaelmorris712@hotmail.com       07527 648421  
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A signal moment: building a G scale signal prototype Clive Brading 
 
Over the last few years my interest in prototype signalling has moved to almost obsession levels so it was 
not surprising that I started to look at building signals for my G scale layout. My preference has always been 
for GWR lower quadrant signals, so I started planning a prototypel based on these. My plan for this took a 
leap forward with the arrival of a 3D printer and, after some work to understand how to work Fusion 360 CAD 
to create the various parts I wanted to construct I was away. 
 
One of the beauties of using a 3D printer to create the component parts is that it is quick and cheap (once 
you have purchased the printer) and so it is easy to refine your prototype parts to both work effectively and 
look right. Most of the parts went to version 3 at least and some much more than that. By the end of this 
phase I had designed and printed: 

 Lower quadrant home and distant signal arms 

 Finial 

 Signal lamp 

 Counterbalance arms 

 Mount for the counterbalance arms 

 Mount for the baseboard 
All of these were designed to fit on a round 6mm diameter brass tube as the signal post. 
 
Then came the challenge of how to make the signals move. After some tinkering around I decided to use 
0.7mm wire, which was stiff enough to work the signals but easy to shape and cut. I used 2mm nuts and 
bolts to fix the parts to the brass tube and with everything ready I assembled the signals and connected them 
to the counterbalance arms for a first try. First problem encountered was that the signals naturally dropped to 
the off (go) position. I cured this on the prototype by adding a nut and bolt as weights to each counterbalance 
arm and immediately the signals moved to the on (stop) position. The mounting bracket for the 
counterbalance arms already had stops moulded in it to prevent them dropping below horizontal when in the 
on position. 
 
The next decision was what to use to activate the signals. Here I decided to try two different solutions; one 
was a standard SEEP solenoid point motor and the other the more sophisticated Cobalt Omega point motor. 
To compare them I decided to rig the prototype with one of each. I was worried that the solenoid might not be 
powerful enough to pull the signal off or would start to slip back over time. In fact there was no problem at all; 
the solenoid is more than capable of pulling the signal on and there is no movement of the solenoid unless 
activated.  
 
I finally assembled all of this on a wooden platform as a baseboard. I 3D printed a mounting for the SEEP 
motor to go on the brass tube and the Cobalt motor was screwed directly onto the baseboard surface. I then 
wired up the point motors using a single pole double throw sprung centre off switch for the SEEP solenoid 
and a double pole double throw switch for the Cobalt motor. I added 12-volt grain of wheat bulbs into the two 
lamp housings, with wiring up through the brass tube for the positive feed and the brass tube itself used for 
the negative return. With some trepidation I connected everything up to a 12-volt supply and turned it on. 
Much to my relief the lamps came on and both signals worked perfectly. 
 
So what did I learn, and what next? Firstly the prototype convinced me that it was worth investing in the 
Cobalt point motor. The slow movement, albeit with the noise of the motor and gearing, was much more 
pleasing and looked more prototypical than the bang on / bang off of the SEEP solenoid. Granted the Cobalt 
is about 5 times more expensive, but it works well, has easy no solder connections, is very adjustable for the 
throw, includes further switching for accessories or powering track and works over a wide voltage range from 
6-volt to 18-volts. It also can link to DCC layouts if that is your thing. 
 
Secondly all of the prototyping was done using red PLA material for the 3D printing. Whilst this is very simple 
to use it is not very long-term outdoor friendly. With this in mind for building the signals for my layout I will 
probably move to ABS. Thirdly I think that the 12-volt bulbs are too bright so may try LEDs instead. I am also 
working on the spectacle plate materials using lighting gels. However, having said all that it has kept me 
quiet in lockdowns 2 and 3 and I am very pleased overall with the outcome. 
  



                            The prototype                         The point motors and counterbalance arms  

                  

                  The front of the signal arms                         The back of the signal arms 

            

Times Past….. Another in our series visiting past garden railways 
by Tony Waring & Andrew Jolley  

 
As we mentioned last time, because there isn’t much happening at the moment, we aim to do a few articles 
in the coming months which look back at some of the wonderful garden railways that have sadly disappeared 
from our ‘Open day’ events. 
 
Andrew writes: 
 
It was the first garden railway I ever visited when I joined the NWAG and boy did it open my eyes as to what 
garden railways were all about! It wasn’t just the layout or the construction that totally amazed me, it was the 
view from the garden, overlooking the South Lake District. That was one hell of a backdrop! It was the real 
thing, you couldn’t paint it if you tried. I could have played trains there all day long and never get bored. 
 
Yes, you’ve probably guessed it … it was Bill and Alison Pinch’s garden railway at Over Kellet. 



Tony Waring adds: 
 
How many of you remember with affection Bill Pinch’s garden railway, way back when? I know that when I 
first saw it, like Andrew I was overwhelmed. What a feat of engineering! And so extensive. When we were 
looking for photographs from our collections, we realised that neither of us had managed to get any of the 
area as a whole. That’s how big! 
 

          
 

                                    

 

 

         
 



                
 
FOR SALE – 

 
I have four of the large American buildings for disposal. (Hotel, Wells Fargo, etc.) They were recovered from 
an outdoor layout some years ago and are generally sound but will need attention. I am looking for £20 
apiece. Buyer collect, or I could deliver if it is not too far. Contact Tony Waring on 01253-823035, and I can 
email photographs. 

 
NWAG Diary 
 

Llangollen Garden Railway Festival    
 
Pip Warne has forwarded this announcement from the team: 
 
It is with great sadness and frustration that I have to bring you news of the cancellation of the May 2021 
festival. Unfortunately, we think it is best to postpone the show until May 14th 2022 as it is looking very 
unlikely that we will even get permission to run it later in the year. When looking at the events industry, most 
of the larger events have postponed until 2022 now because of the uncertainty and the increased costs of 
putting on a show with these Covid regulations.  
 
There was a slim possibility that the show could have gone ahead in October this year but, if social 
distancing rules were still in force at that time, we would be unable to open the bar or the café, there would 
be problems with access to the entrance and exits of the venue (as one way systems) and access and 
hygiene requirements to toilet facilities. Social distancing rules would also reduce the amount of attractions, 
layouts and traders that we could accommodate inside both of the halls, which means we would not be able 
to put on a full show for the public. 
 
The team are committed to putting on the Llangollen show in 2022 and hope you will be able to join us. 
 
Website www.lgrf.co.uk 
 
Storth Near Arnside   April 25

th
. Cancelled. We are looking to replace this with a meeting in late June. 

 

Meanwhile: 
 
Phil Saint thought us ‘Northeners’ might like to view his videos. To access them, go to Youtube, and then 
enter  lgb philsaint. 

 

x-apple-data-detectors://0/
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Contributions 
 
Once more, many thanks to those who have contributed to this edition. Keep it coming, all of you! I am sure 
that sterling deeds are being accomplished out there in the face of the current adversity. But please, in order 
to avoid duplication, can you send your article either to the Journal or to the Newsletter and not to both? 
Please send items for the Newsletter to me via anthony.waring55@btinternet.com. It helps if any 
photographs are sent separately from the text as jpg files; and for text to be in Word or alternatively in the 
body of the email. 
 
Deadline for the next Newsletter is 28

th
 June. 

 
And as a last thought: 
 

                                        
 
Let’s hope we are soon back on the rails! Or to put it another way: let’s hope we have all got our feet firmly 
on the roadmap to normality. As I write it does look as though members will now at least be able to invite a 
few friends to join them on their running days.  
 
Roadmap? Didn’t that used to be a blueprint? 
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